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Background: Unsupervised Cross-Domain ReID
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[1] Zheng et al. Joint Discriminative and Generative Learning for Person Re-Identification, CVPR 2019.

DG-Net [1] (for a single domain)

o id-related features (appearance codes): 

clothing color, textures, styles, etc.

o id-unrelated features (structure codes):

pose, background, illumination, etc.
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Motivation: Joint Disentangling and Adaptation
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DG-Net++ (for cross-domain)

o id-related features (appearance codes): 

clothing color, textures, styles, etc.

o id-unrelated features (structure codes):

pose, background, illumination, etc.

o conduct adaptation in the id-related 

feature space exclusively to prevent      

id-unrelated interference 
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Approach: DG-Net++
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Quantitative Results: Comparison with SOTA
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Quantitative Results: Ablation Study

o D: disentangling

o A: adversarial alignment

o ST: self-training
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Qualitative Results: Image Synthesis
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Qualitative Results: Comparison with SOTA
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Qualitative Results: Ablation Study
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See more details in our paper

Joint Discriminative and Generative Learning for Person Re-Identification
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